
Monitor
China Monthly Inventory Level Monitor
An exclusive service dedicated to offering the 
most comprehensive picture of personal vehicle 
sales in China.



Targeted data to  
help you maximise 
your opportunities & 
minimise your risks

The 'China Monthly Inventory Level Monitor’ is 
designed to offer the most comprehensive picture of 
personal vehicle sales in China and to be an indicator of 
future short term movements in sales and production

Each month, the database is updated with the latest 
model-line Retail and Wholesale sales numbers 
which sit beside model-line production numbers. The 
difference between the retail and wholesale sales 
numbers represent the imputed change in inventory 
levels. 

Changes in inventories levels offer an early warning 
system to both OEMs and suppliers – rises in their 
levels show a market, a brand, or even a model out of 
balance - falls show potential opportunities. 

Success requires smart thinking

Data Fields:

OEM

Sales group

Brand origin

Brand

Production volumes

Retail volumes

Wholesale volumes

Inventory change

Monitor:

Data source

Source

Model

Bodytype

Market size

Market status



100
OEMs

138
BRANDS

MONITOR

PRODUCTION

12 Months

18,833,337
INVENTORY CHANGE

328,743

963
MODELS

5 
REGIONS

YTD

YTD

*Numbers correct as of January 2020

Access and interpret the data 
on Compass, our delivery and 
interactive analytics tool.

Download our services and 
visualise our data and forecasts in 
a variety of innovative ways. 

Navigating the automotive sector 
is complex, but incorporating the 
right guidance, at the right time, 
can unlock significant opportunities 
and mitigate risks. Our data is 
accompanied by:

▪  Separate data tables for 
Production, Wholesale and Retail 
data, as well as a pre-defined 
pivot table and chart to compare 
the three datasets and inventory 
changes.

▪  Detailed segmetation glossary for 
bodytype, size, size criteria, market 
status and market status criteria.

Power business 
decisions

Access industry expertise

Our coverage extends to:



To find out how LMC Automotive  
can help your organisation contact:

forecasting@lmc-auto.com
lmc-auto.com 

Oxford  +44 1865 791737  
Detroit +1 248 817-2100   
Bangkok +662 264 2050   
Shanghai +86 21 5283 3526

For experts 
by experts


